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About StatSignal Systems, Inc.
Founded in 1994, StatSignal Systems, Inc. is a privately held R&D and technology licensing company

focused in the area of low-power RF wireless mesh networking and Internet related technology. The 

company holds numerous patents in the area of wireless sensory data migration ‘to and through’ distinct

devices and allowing Internet accessibility to data and control of said devices. Over the past four years, the

company has focused on applying its patented technology to the commercialization of a disruptively simple

and cost-effective AMR solution to meet the increasingly demanding customer service, operational, and

value-added service needs of utilities. For more information, please visit our website at www.statsignal.com.

iMODULE, SensNODE, AiNODE, StatSignal Pocket Network, and M.E.S.H. are trademarks of StatSignal Systems, Inc.
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endless opportunities
Data from every

source the mind

can imagine
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STATSIGNAL: THE

TECHNOLOGY ENABLER

Low-power RF mesh technology
innovation has been a StatSignal
hallmark since 1994. Today, we
license our proven and patented
RF LAN to WAN enabling 
technology solutions across a
range of industries and 
applications. We collaborate
with an impressive roster of
best-in-class OEMs, systems
integrators and manufacturing
partners to help drive AMR
solutions to market.

The world of utility meter reading is far from perfect.  There’s

the endless move-in, move-out readings of apartment complexes

and inaccessible or gated communities.  Some locations are so

dangerous you can’t pay your field techs enough to visit them.

All too often, costly truck rolls are required just to

address common bill disputes.  Not to mention the customer

service and accounting time you burn up trying to reconcile

inaccurate readings or satisfy regulatory requirements.  

StatSignal doesn’t merely eliminate these

obstacles.  It takes AMR beyond simple

meter reading.  StatSignal’s two-way,

low-power RF wireless mesh networks

generate a far deeper understanding of

utility systems and customer behavior

that improves decision making across

utility sectors.  

StatSignal technology means utilities

can now increase operational efficiencies

and add new products and services at

significantly reduced capital investment

than traditional AMR alternatives.  

Until now

T

a

StatSignal opens 
the door to 
endless opportunities.
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StatSignal enables near real-time,

two-way communication to all meters

and finally delivers a long-promised

AMR solution. The result is a

dynamic, flexible infrastructure that

provides greater access to your data

and lets you better manage meter

operations, distribution systems, and

customer service.

The benefits are not limited to basic

AMR. StatSignal lets you create

end-user customer value-added 

services and new revenue streams

such as smart thermostats,

water conservation 

programs, and security 

e-monitoring. These 

services are achieved

through the inherent 

capabilities of our 

communications infrastructure

and the ability of the technology

to expand as new applications

become available.

Data “To and
Through” The
Network Devices

StatSignal’s patented “to and through”

communication protocol enables low

cost data acquisition and control via

proven two-way communication 

technologies. StatSignal’s

iMODULE™ circuitry and protocol

are embedded into each end device,

such as a meter or load control switch.

These devices (SensNODES™)

report through a dynamic network

manager (AiNODE™) to make up

the StatSignal Pocket Network™

(LAN). The AiNODE serves 

as the transition point

for moving data back and forth 

from the Pocket Network via the 

pre-existing WAN to and from your

Data Center using industry standard

TCP/IP or UDP protocols.

Migration
Enabled Sensory
Hardware
(M.E.S.H.TM)  —
The Devices Are
The Network
Each network SensNODE acts as a

repeater or router, relaying traffic for

every other SensNODE. Data and

commands migrate from device to

device and automatically reroute in

response to changing network 

environments and possible 

interferences. The devices are the

network, which means a dynamic,

non-line of sight communication and

lower infrastructure costs are achieved! 

By creating intelligence in the

AiNODE, StatSignal has drastically

reduced end point device costs and

increased the ability for utilities to

remotely manage meters.

Traffic hops from device to device 

along a full two-way, redundant mesh

until it reaches the nearest AiNODE.  
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Knowledge
Extends
Throughout a
Utility’s
Operations
Data is stored in a database and can

be manipulated by various query and

control applications extended

throughout a utility’s operations.

This solution enables quantifiable

improvements and savings in 

• Revenue assurance

• Customer service

• Field service operations

• Distribution

• System reliability and 

efficiency

• Marketing and business

development

•Regulatory compliance.

Just Consider the
Your Fingertips:

• Collect and monitor monthly,

daily, hourly or sub-hourly data

from every customer meter.

• Perform near real-time on-demand

reads for bill validation and

move-in/move-out requests.

• Remotely program and

upgrade network devices or

change customer rates.

Your built-in competitive advantage is enhanced

when the meter becomes a low cost gateway to

the home or business.

POCKET NETWORK

• Communicate with,

monitor and control other

devices within the home

or business.
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opportunities at

• Enable customers to access their

own usage and load information

pricing options.

• Decrease revenue loss through

quicker response to tamper alarms

or commodity threshold monitoring.

• Share data with distribution,

engineering, planning and other 

utility departments to increase 

operational efficiency though asset

sizing, power outage reporting,

restoration mapping, load profiling,

and demand/load control programs.

• Measure, monitor and control 

your customers’ electric, gas and

water usage.

• Generate new revenue streams 

through value-added 

services capabilities.

WAN DATA CENTER INFORMATION ACCESS
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Plug and Play
Installation
Adding new meters or relocating

existing meters is as simple as 

plugging them into existing meter

sockets. Meters automatically 

initialize into the network and start

reporting data immediately.

Self-initialization also sets into

memory all available links and 

optimizes performance by selecting

the path with best signal strength.

As needs change and technology

advances, SensNODES can be

upgraded, and new ones added to

existing Pocket Networks with 

minimal effort.

A Network That
Heals Itself
Fault tolerant communication and

self-healing links reduce maintenance.

The Pocket Network communication

uses peer-to-peer messaging to 

intelligently route the messages via

an alternate path if a communication

link is compromised. Most Pocket

Network operation and maintenance

tasks can be conducted remotely,

eliminating the requirement for

expensive field visits and delivering

operational flexibility.

Expensive
“point-to-point”
Charges Are
Eliminated. 
By utilizing the unlicensed 900MHz

communications band in the unique

Pocket Network, StatSignal reduces

expensive communication charges

associated with traditional pager,

cellular, and high-power RF two-way

networks. The aggregation of data

through the AiNODE means you

avoid paying communications

charges at each individual network

or device point.

Costs are also managed by allowing

“options” WAN connectivity. The

StatSignal AiNODE can bridge to

any TCP/IP or UDP-based WAN

such as fiber optic, DSL/Cable,

PSTN or Cellular (iDEN, CDMA,

CDPD, GSM). New connectivity

alternatives can also be utilized.

Reduced Cost:  
The Cornerstone of the
StatSignal Network

The StatSignal AMR infrastructure supports electric,   

business case and revenue generating opportunities.
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A Solution That
Cuts Across
Utility Sectors

ELECTRIC 
With a fully integrated, under the

glass, module for residential and

commercial meters, the true benefit

of advanced real time data 

acquisition and control is possible.

• Automated Meter Reading 

• Scheduled Reads to Support

Billing Cycles

• 15-Minute to Monthly intervals

• On Demand Reads 

• Soft & Hard Connect/Disconnect 

• Time of Use (Residential &

Commercial)

• Load Profiling

• Power Outage/Restoration 

Reporting and Monitoring

• Tamper/Tilt Notification and Alarm

Capability

• Usage Threshold Monitoring and

Alarms

WATER 

Full two-way data exchange (beyond

the once per month or expensive 

special reads) help ensure 

operational efficiency and usage

enforcement policies.

• Automated Meter Reading 

• Hourly, Daily, Weekly, or Monthly

intervals

• Load Profiling

• On Demand Reads 

• Threshold reports and alarms for

unusual usage patterns and leak

detection

GAS 
Understanding the critical supply

and demand needs of natural gas

market, interactive capability is

enabled.

• Automated Meter Reading

• Hourly, Daily, Weekly, or Monthly

intervals

• Load Profiling

• On Demand Reads 

• Threshold reports and alarms for

unusual usage patterns and leak

detection

• Tamper Notification and 

Alarm Capability

,   water, gas and demand response providing an enhanced

LOAD MONITORING AND CONTROL 
StatSignal’s robust communication infrastructure can enable a range of 

utility-related capabilities such as load monitoring/control, real time pricing 

and systems monitoring, providing an increased return on investment.

• HVAC Thermostats • Industrial Machinery

• Load Control Switches • Lighting
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